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Nike Air Force 1 Low new color sale 2015-04-26 11:35:26
Air Force 1 is a pair of Nike's classic shoes, Nike, of course it will be the focus of care. Recently, Nike released a black gold color of
the Air Force 1 Low, the shoe is covered with black shoes and an outsole, midsole with white rendering, and finally gold logo and
details, the entire pair of shoes on the biggest bright spot is the upper Baroque style of printing, and then with the black gold color,
filling the low-key luxury. It is reported that this shoe has been officially on sale, and interested friends must not miss. 
Air Jordan 14 Retro "Thunder" on foot Shots 2014-05-06 22:45:00
This two-day series of exposure of the physical picture of the Air Jordan 14 Retro "Thunder" Today there are new photos outflow on
foot, shoes with popular full of "Thunder" to create the color, fabric with black nubuck shoes constitution, then combined with yellow
details. Shoes scheduled for July 4 sale price was $ 170, interested friends may wish to preview the effect on foot under shoes. 
Variety 2014 Air Jordan engraved product exposure 2014-02-24 20:58:16
Recently, the domestic shoe've shed a Jordan Brand 2014 year partially engraved product, this group of spy photos, in addition to
before as we exposed the Air Jordan 6 & quotSports Blue & quotoutside, there are more engraved footwear models are the first time
exposure. Including a pair of wolf gray color of the Air Jordan 3, one pair of new black and blue and gray color of the Air Jordan 3, two
pairs of Air Jordan 14, and a pair of black and blue color of the Air Jordan 1 canvas version. Which shoes do not know you to the
most interested in?
visvim 2013 Spring FBT AMDO-FOLK boots 2013-12-08 23:15:26 Just as we introduced a PATRICIAN SUEDE-FOLK shoes, now
continue to bring a visvim new footwear. The visvim 2013 Spring FBT AMDO-FOLK boots still continues the brand's iconic national
wind design, uppers produced in the UK using the finest leather build, soft and comfortable, at the upper carrying on the iconic fringed
cloth design, and printed with unique pattern cross pattern, and finally with a comfortable Vibram outsole gold, outdoor functional
strong.
adidas Originals Stan Smith new color to be on sale 2015-08-24 15:22:38
adidas Originals Stan Smith's classic shoes has been a maverick attitude Sneaker walking in circles, and recently released a pair of
network redesigned the shoes, it is completely subvert our impression. The overall use of imitation wildlife upper skin texture
rendering, whether it is the luxury degree or uninhibited wild, are the designers show the most! It is reported that the shoes will soon
visit designated shops for sale, interested friends may wish to look at it. 
thirds Wang He cited the challenge again third contest day, scores aside, his feet a pair of diamond 1.5 version of Wade's "Flower
Diamond" color called shock (sao) brilliant (qi), always so fashion, really okay? Saying these shoes, the pressure of the road wearing
bright blind, play completely practical, but also be set features, stylish in a the ~
Converse Chuck Taylor All Star "Dottest" series debut 2014-02-24 21:00:35
trend evergreens Converse Chuck Taylor All Star overwhelmed brings called "Dottest" the new series, shoes all in big wave spot
covered with black and white or color shoes, the visual effect is very exaggerated, absolutely enough get on its name in the
"madness" word. This series is now on sale in Japan, conditional friends can look at.
Prada nearly two years in the shoes on the highlights, in particular, the Italian luxury brand last year with thick bottom caused by
various wave of imitation, recently announced this year autumn and winter shoes series Levitate. The same is to design a powerful
and unconstrained style to piece together the two elements not related to, and presumably also caused a lot of stock trend. 
< p > will classical carved shoes sports shoes will appear full palm cushion, the fashionable motion and real "combine", whether it
was good this really is a matter of opinion, but this design does have turn to play before the thick bottom suspected, but athletic shoe
and dress shoes fusion is the trend in recent years, such as gourmet, Cole Haan are subject to a lot of praise, so turn to play is
considered reasonable. But the air cushion looks really like NIKE... And I don't know what Nike is about to see. 
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